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where nature and technology meet

The source of inspired solutions
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Petrogas develops, manufactures and supplies 

turn-key gas installations such as metering and 

regulating stations, dehydration units and LPG 

systems. We carry out the design, manufacturing 

and assembly, transport and commissioning of 

our systems. 

Choose Petrogas and you will benefit from 

working with an experienced and respected gas 

systems company that is still flexible enough to 

realise personalised solutions. We are proud of 

our reputation for fast turn-around and short 

delivery times. Satisfied customers on every 

continent are testimony to our commitment to 

service.

The earth is the source of all gas, and 

fire is the point when it is converted into 

energy. Petrogas is a source of inspired 

solutions where nature and technology 

meet. To serve the gas industry, we take 

proven engineering and enhance it with 

innovative technology.

Time unites two forces

Evolution and knowledge converge

Their origin is the source of our inspiration

Nature and technology become one

A fusion of mutual elements

The essence is making the connection, our challenge

The solution, an indispensable link

Petrogas

where 
nature
and 
technology 
meet
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One person within Petrogas is assigned and has 

overall responsibility for an entire project from 

initial specification to post-installation follow 

up, simplifying communication and ensuring 

that all your requirements are met. We use only 

the highest quality components and materials 

in our designs. Components may be selected 

from one of our common used suppliers, with 

whom we have a long-term relationship, or 

from any other supplier following the project 

requirements.

With over 60 years experience to call on, we are able to supply you with 

standard and tailor-made solutions - including meeting special needs such 

as installations for operating in earthquake zones or special temperature 

considerations. Petrogas has also perfected the design of skid-mounted 

structures which are easier to transport and quicker to install than 

conventional installations.

Without water, there’s no life. And without

f ire, no regeneration. Two different phenomena

yet true partners in nature. At Petrogas,

we value partner-based relationships with

our customers, and strive to support them

at every step.

Petrogas

the source
of gas system
solutions
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We work closely with national and international 

gas companies, power station building 

contractors, engineering companies, gas turbine 

and gas motor suppliers, local and regional 

authorities and gas distribution organizations. 

Petrogas is based in Gouda in The Netherlands, 

where the installations are designed. 

Manufacturing is performed in our workshop 

in Eindhoven, also in The Netherlands. We can 

carry out the transportation and provide assistance 

during installation and commissioning on site. This 

will be carried out by our qualified and experienced 

site service engineers. To assure many years of reliable 

operation, we also offer comprehensive service and 

maintenance support.

Our total product range also includes gas turbine 

equipment for fuel oil unloading, transfer and  

forwarding, compressor washing installations and 

CO2 vaporizers. We produce LPG facilities for shore 

and on-board storage, loading and unloading of tanks 

and vaporizers. Other Petrogas specialties include 

dehydration units and mixing installations.

Earth and air, the tangible and the invisible. 

Together they form the boundaries of our familiar 

world. Petrogas also combines the tangible with 

the invisible: reliable engineering with reassuring 

service and support to create an environment in 

which you feel comfortable immediately.

Petrogas

committed 
to service 
and 
excellence
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Petrogas gas-systems bv

Harderwijkweg 2, 2803 PW Gouda

P.O.box 20, 2800 AA Gouda

The Netherlands

Phone: +31 182 565 395

Fax: +31 182 565 325

E-mail: info@petrogas.nl

Internet: www.petrogas.nl


